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1 Total Mined Area Identified 58,561,338 2,642,650 0 61,203,988
2 Minefield Marked by TS 893,109 944,925 139,500 1,977,534
3 Minefield Manually Cleared 313,884 529,888 69,505 913,277
4
Minefield Clearance With
MDD Support 955,597 426,587 68,704 1,450,888
5 Area Cleared/Reduced by TS 92,011 90,221 25,802 208,034
6 Total Battle Area Identified 9,285,912 35,265,000 0 44,550,912
7 Battle Area Marked by TS 814,875 3,154,216 0 3,969,091
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